How can the time-atron help you travel to the past present or future?
When you want to to go traveling but you don’t have any transport or you can’t travel quickly
enough, all you need to do is hop into the TIME-ATRON!! This over the top equipment can help any
crazy person travel the to land of mystery. The Time-Atron is a colourful time machine and is very
easy to use, with touch screen computers. Would you like to know how it works? Then read on!
How It Works
Finding that you havent been traveling for a long time, then all you need to do is put your thumb on
a finger-print scanner (on the entrance of the machine.) It will remember your finger print so no one
can break in. Meanwhile, inside of the machine, the mechanical devices spring into action. At this
point, on a nearby wall, a drink pops out of the wall ready for you to drink. After that, the door
opens to let the user go into their contraption. A small flap pops up to reveal a window, which
covers it, and lets you see out.
While this is happening, take a warm, comfy seat .This time machine is the best so of course the seat
is HEATED!!! Next, a bowl of cookies pops up through the sky blue table so you can have a better 15
minute journey.
As a consequence of all these events, a table ( with a touch- screen computer on it) travels towards
you so you can choose a date and time. To activate this computer, press a big, red button infront of
you. As a result, you’re amazing time machine, which is now traveling, takes you to your destination.
The main reason for this, is to explore your destination. Due to your exploring, hop back into your
time atron (don’t forget to do your finger print) and choose either your normal date and time or a
different one.
This final process, is to repeat over and over again. Every time you step into this contraption, you will
never want to come out again.
(WARNING!! Make sure you follow these rules or every thing will go wrong!!)

